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ABSTRACT 
While currently available carbon-base yarns are being used t o  effectively 
reinforce resin matrices, the i r  small diameter and multifiber form makes metal 
matrix composite fabrication difficulrt. NASA-Lewis bas awarded two contracts 
t o  develop large-diameter carbon-base monofilaments specifically designed for  
reinforcemen% of metal matrix composites. The two methods, pyrolytic degosi- 
t ion on a carbon substrate and resin impregnation followed by pyrolysis are 
described. 
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Both methods show promise f o r  producing large-diameter mono- 
filaments which may help reduce the problems of fabrication and 
coqrpat;lbility eqcountered in  previous carbon-reinf'orced metal matrix corn- 
posiOes . 
A REVIEW OF CARJNN FIBER REINFORCED METAt MATRIX COMPOSITES - 
THE FO!l?EWfIAL OF LARGE-DIAESETER CARBON-BASE BNOFILAMEMTS 
by avid L. McDsnels 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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SUMMARY 
This paper reviews the properties of currently available small- 
diameter carbop-base multifiber yarns and discusses some of the problems in- 
volved in using these yarns to reinforce metal matrix composites. 
Tbe small diameter, twist, and multifiber form of these yarns, makes 
3 
composite fabrication difficult. A review of the literature showed that a 
limited mount of work has been reported on the reinforcement of metal 
I w 
matrix composites with carbon multifiber yarns. Most of these efforts 
showed some strength degradation due to fiber breaksge and fiber-matrix 
reactivity. 
Two contracts were awarded by NASA-Lewis to develop large-diameter 
carbon-base monofilaments t o  try to minimize some of these problems. These 
monofilaments are specifically designed for use with metal matrix compos- 
ites. The two methods, pyrolytic deposition on a carbon substrate and 
resin impregnation followed by pyrolysis, both show promise. 
strengths of 3OO,OOO psi for 3.5 mil diameter monofilaments are regularly 
Tensile 
being obtained in the first method, while strengths of l50,OOO psi for 8 mil 
diameters were obtained using the second. 
It is hoped that these large-daameter monofilaments will allow addi- 
tional fabrication methods to be used that will eliminate fiber breakage 
and also allow the use of coatings that will reduce problems of compatibility 
and thermal expansion mismatch. If these problems are overcome, the high 
specific strength and modulus properties of carbon-base monofilaments may be 
ut i l ized t o  make metal matrix composites with properties superior t o  those 
available today. 
II’?TRODUCTION 
The high strength/weight and modulus/weight properties of f i lmen t s  
have been used t o  create superior structural  materials by the use of these 
filaments t o  reinforce composites. !Phe greatest mount of developmental 
effor t  i n  composite materials has been devoted t o  resin-matrix composites, 
reinforced w i t h  e i ther  boron or  graphite fibers.  Currently, boron-epoxy 
composites are  being f l i gh t  tested by the Air Force on such components as 
flaps, doors, panels and stabi l izers .  
One of the areas of greatest advanbage for the use of fiber reinforced 
composites is in the turbo3et engine. 
engine. 
Figure 1 shows a sketch of &,turboget 
The temperature ranges shown are fo r  an advwced supersonic engine. 
For current engines, the temperatures are lower. Work done a t  NACA i n  1953 
( re f .  1) was among the P i r s t  devoted t o  the application of f iber  reinforced 
composites t o  turboJet engines. Ih t h i s  work, f iber  glass reinforced 
phenolic m86rix composite compressor blades were fabricated and tested i n  an 
engine fo r  over 100 hours with no damage. With the development of bet ter  
filaments and nnatrjlx materia3.s, the  emphasis has now been placed on boron- 
epoxy and carbon-epoxy coqposites f o r  these applications. Currently, resin 
matrh composites are being designed for  use as a i r  flow ducting and fan and 
compressor blading for engine applications a t  temperatures up t o  about 3OO0F. 
A t  higher temperatures (300 Lo 5OO0F)j however, the resins weaken and 
composites with metal matrices become more at t ract ive.  &tal matrix composites 
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such as aluminum-boron are currently being developed, although their  stage 
of growth is considerably less  advanced than that of the resin matrix com- 
posites. Structures made of aluminum-boron composites have been designed and 
tested f o r  missiles and a i rc raf t  and are being developed f o r  conpressor blade 
applications. 
A variety of filaments have been developed t o  reinforce composites. 
Boron filaments, i n  which boron is vapor deposited upon a tungsten wire sub- 
strate,  has received the  greatest developmental e f fo r t .  The boron filaments 
also have been coated wi th  si l icon carbide t o  reduce reactivity w i t h  metal 
mertrices and allow higher fabrication temperatures t o  be used. 
are in  progress t o  replace the tuagsten substrate w i t h  a carbon or  s i l i c a  
substrate t o  reduce the cost with no accompanying loss i n  properties. 
Other programs 
While the development of boron filaments has proceeded rapidly, re- 
search has continued on other filamentary materials for  use as  composite re- 
inforcemeat. 
filament. 
a t h i r d  l ighter  than boron. 
small filaments wi th  a nominal diameter of about 8 microns 
have been shown t o  be very effective in  reinforcing resin matrices ( re f .  2 ) *  
Figure 2 shows that  development of graphite-epoxy composites has proceeded 
t o  the point where they are being used t o  make doors, f laps and s tabi l izers  
fo r  the F-5 (ref e 3) The$ are also being used t o  make fan blades f o r  
turboget engines ( ref .  4) which have already undergone f l i g h t  testing. 
One of the most promising of these is  the carbon-base 
These filaments have very high strengths an& moduli and are about 
The filaments come i n  a yarn containing many 
These filaments 
The 8-micron diameter of these fibers, however, makes them di f f icu l t  t o  
use f o r  metal matrix composites due to  problems of' fabrication and fiber- 
matrix reaction. It was f e l t  that many of the problems encountered using 
4 
these currently available 8-micron diemeter f ibers  could be reduced through 
t h e  use of larger diagteter monofilaments, but unfortunately, such fibers were 
not available. Consequently, a decision was reached a t  t h e  NASA-Lewis 
Research Center t o  stimulate development of large diameter carbon-base mono- 
filaments intended fo r  the  reinforcement of metal matrix composites. 
It is the purpose of t h i s  paper t o  discuss the development of these 
large diameter carbon-base monofilaments, t o  review some of the results re- 
ported i n  the l i t e ra ture  using existing carbon-base f ibers  i n  metal matrix 
composites and to  discuss some of the problems which nay be encountere& i n  
metal matrix composites reinforced w i t h  carbon-base filaments. 
~ O ~ C ~ ~  
Before entering a discussion of carbon-base filaments, e i ther  cur- 
renkly available o r  under development, it would be worthwhile t o  coasider 
the nomenclature used f o r  these materials. 
occurs fn various forms, which d i f fe r  from each other i n  crystal structure, 
appearance, and properties. For example, lampblack and charcoal are 
amorphous and graphite is  crystalline and soft, while diamond is crystalline 
and hard. 
This i s  necessary because carbon 
The processing history of carbon-base f ibers  determines t h e  form i n  
which carbon w i l l  exis t  i n  the material. Reference 5 s ta tes  that  a l l  carbon 
f ibers  of commercial importance are manufactured Prom organic precursor 
f ibers  by a series of heating steps which may include chemQal treatments, 
"Carbon fibers' ' were defined a s  a general term t o  cover a l l  f ibers  that have 
been heat treated t o  temperatures substantially above the decomposition t e m -  
perature of the precursor polymer, usually t o  an intermediate temperature 
from 
that 
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1000 t o  15OO0C (1832 - 2732'F). 
have been heated t o  higher temperatures, usually above 2500°C (4532OF). 
Commercially available carboq-base f ibers  have been further classified 
"Graphite f ibersr t  were defined as  those 
by ref. 6 into three categories depending upon the  extent of their  process- 
ing history. 
f ibers  are  shown i n  ?able I, 
precursor has been heated t o  approximately 1832'F clOOO°C). 
f ibers  are those i n  which the carbonized fibers have been heated t o  approxi- 
mately 5432 F (30OO0C) and have crystal structure which has an orientation 
similar t o  t h a t  of t h e  precursor material (ref 
of "Structural Graphite '' f ibers  undergo a combination of thermal-mechanical 
processing which is  believed t o  orient the crystal l i tes  with simultaneous 
The characteristics of each of these three types of carbon 
"Carbon" f ibers  are those in which the polymer 
"Graphite" 
0 
7). The "Structural Carbon" 
grain growth leading t o  increased mechanical properties ( re f .  8). 
carbon-base f ibers  that have been given special processing are termed 
"strUcturaln f ibers  because of the large increase i n  strength and modulus 
achieved by these treatments and t o  differentiate them from other forms of 
carbon fibers. These structural  carbon f ibers  are  the ones generally used t o  
reinforce composites and are usually called simply carbon o r  graphite f ibers .  
Those 
Reference 9 presents a review of carbon f iber  processing and points out 
some of the controversial areas such as  f iber  structure and processing 
kinetics. 
that  which can be graphitized and that which cannot. 
f a l l s  i n  between these two. 
stiructural f iber  by the use of treatments such as  oxidation that retard low 
temperature fusion and subsequently reduce the  grain size of t h e  crystal- 
l i t e s  during graphitization. 
It also points out %hat there are two basic types of carbon - 
The ideal fiber, however, 
A graphitizable polymer can be made into a 
A non-graphitizable polymer precursor can be 
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made into a structural  carbon f iber  through the use of a carbon-molecular- 
chain intensif ier  such as  mechanical stretching which causes preferred 
orientation and limited graphite formation during subsequent heating. 
Iknsity measurements reported i n  re f .  10 indicated that both of the pre- 
cursor polyners (rayon and Pa) used for commercial fibers are classed as 
non-graphitic under normal processing conditions. 
1% is generally thought tha t  structural  carbon f ibers  have a "turbo- 
s t ra t ic"  structure * 
a preferred orientation paral le l  t o  the f iber  axis and occur i n  layers which 
are surrounded by amorphous carbon. 
as  t o  the exact structure and strengthening mechanisms of these f ibers  and 
much research is  currently being directed towards answering these questions. 
These structural  carbon f ibers  could be considered a coqposite consisting 
of short-length, discontinuous graphite "mini-f ibers" i n  a matrix of 
amorphous carbon. 
This means that the graphite crystal l i tes  present have 
There is a great deal of controversy 
In addition several other definition of terms to  be used i n  t h i s  
paper should be considered. 
precursor yarns come i n  pl ies  of 720 fibers, and t w o  p l ies  are twisted to-  
gether t o  form the yarn. 
t ively twist-free bundles, of 10,000 f ibers  per tow. A lmge-diameter, 
carbon-base single filament, for purposes of' t h i s  paper, w i l l  be called a 
monofilament, while a continuous, small-diameter filament will be called a 
f iber  and 821 array of these will be called a multifiber yarn. 
A yarn is a bundle of many f ibers .  Rayon 
PAN precursor yarns come i n  tows, which are rela- 
, 
HISTORICAL DEXUXPMEEP OF CARBON-BCaSE FI-S 
Research on the development of processes t o  manuf'acture carbon-base 
filaments has been underway f o r  many years. Reference 11 presents a 
c 
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comprehensive review of much of t h i s  work. 
Fibrous carbons were first produced by Edison (ref e 12) i n  1880 f n  his 
search fo r  filament materials for incandescent Lamps. 
was done by carbonizing naturally occurring cellulosic materials, such as 
cotton and linen threads. Tbese filaments were in the 1 t o  5 m i l  diameter 
range and it was reported by ref. 13 that  filaments -de by the same proc- 
ess had a strength of' 18,000 t o  33,000 ps9. 
fragile,  non-uniform and subject t o  hot spots during resistance heating. 
To correct these problems, a number of improvements on these materials by 
pyrolytic deposition of carbon onto defect areas were patented by Edison 
and others. 
This i n i t i a l  work 
These filaments w e r e  qufte 
Intensive work continued t o  improve carbon fibrous conductors u n t i l  
the  early lgOO's, when metal f i laaents  supplanted carbon. Osmium and 
tantalum were first substituted (ref .  14) un t i l  f i na l ly  w i t h  the develop- 
ment of the CoolLdge process (ref. 15) tungsten filaments were used almost 
exclusively as lamp filaments since 1909. 
efficient,  more durable metal fiZaments caused interest  i n  carbon filaments 
t o  wane. 
The development of these more 
Durw t h e  1950es, however, t he  need for ablative materials caused a 
resurgence i n  the interest  Sn carbon-base filaments. 
r ics,  such as rayon, were pyrolyzed and carbon and graphite yarns and 
fabrics were made and marketed i n  quantity. 
used t o  strengthen and control ablakive materials such as carbon or resins 
f o r  very high temperature applioations such as re-entry nose cones and 
rocket nozzles. 
Woven precursor fab- 
These yarns and fabrics were 
8 
During the early l96O's the desire to find a higher modulus replace- 
ment for fiberglass caused renewed interest in low density monofilaments. 
The majority of this work was sponsored by the Air Force Materials 
Laboratory. 
between pyrolytically deposited boron (ref. 16) and pyrolytically deposited 
graphite (ref 17) * Thornel 25 multifiber yarns were also available e The 
properties of boron were superior to the other materials and the development 
of' boron filaments was emphasized. 
carbon multifiber yarns Were also improved. 
Initially the competitlon for a large diameter monofilament was 
Subsequently the properties of the 
Various processes were patented to make carbonized yarns, the most 
important of which was probably that of ref. 13, in which a process was 
patented for  making graphitic yarns from rayon precursors. These yarns 
were about 6 microns in diameter and had tensile strengths of about 120,000 
psi. These filaments showed a highly graphitic structure with a large 
amount of preferred orientation. With further development, these graphitic 
yarns were replaced by structural carbon fibers with significantly higher 
properties. 
-Y A V A I m  STRUCTlfRAL CARBON FIBEBS 
The groperties of various carbon-base multifibers are tabulated in 
Bible 11. 
its ]E)recwsor, spinning technique, and thermomechanical history. The 
table is divided into the two main categories of currently available fibers: 
rayon-base precursor and polyacrylonitrile (PAM)-base precursor e 
The final properties of each carbon-base fiberare 8 function of 
The first high-strength, high-modulus carbon-base fiber to be com- 
mercially available was Thornel 25. 
Carbide Corporat9on. 
It was introduced in 1959 by the Union 
Since t h a t  time, rayon-precursor fibers have also been 
9 
brought out by Hitco. Also since the time of the first introduction, the 
6 modulus of the fibers has been increased to 40 and 50x10 psi with experi- 
mental quantities at '7'5 to lOOxl0 psi  ready to come onto the market soon. 6 
Reference 18 describes the process by which the rayon precursor is 
converted into structural fibers. As shown, schematically in fig. 3, the 
rayon precursor I s  slowly heated from room temperature t o  752OF (4OOOC) so 
that the cellulose may pass through a complex series of pyrolysis reac- 
tions, These reactions have been described in detail in ref. 19. Carboni- 
zation m y  then be completed more rapidly at 8 temperature of about 1.832~~ 
(lOOO°C). 
4532OF (25UOOC). 
psi and a modulus of about 6 x l O  psi. 
graphitization temperature range. This stretching (up to 30 percent 
elongation) causes a high degree of preferred orientation of the graphite 
crystallites parallel to the fiber axis and forms a turbostratic structure. 
This stretching and alinement of the layers raises the strength and modulus 
t o  very high values. 
have the strength increase along with the modulus. The final properties 
are depeadent upon the amount of stretch and the stretching temperature. 
!Phe other structural carbon fibers shown i n  Table II are m a d e  using 
The material is then graphitized by rapid heating to above 
The fiber at this stage has a strength of about 100,OOO 
6 The fiber is stretched while in the 
There is a trend for these rayon-precursor fibers to 
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) precursors. 
was done at the Royal Aircraft Establishment in Ebgland. 
describes the process by which these fibers are made. 
schematically in fig. 4-  
572'P (200 - 30OOC). 
wound around restraining bobbins. 
The original work on PfUY-base fibers 
Reference 20 
llhe process is shown 
The P M  precursor is oxidized in air a t  392 - 
This oxidation treatment is conducted with the fibers 
The longitudinal and diametric shrinkage 
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accompanying the  oxidation process puts the f iber  under tension and caases 
a preferential alinement of the PAN molecular chains, 
cursor is then heated t o  1832O~ (lOOO°C) and converted t o  carbon. 
carbonized material is then heat treated to  give it its f ina l  properties. 
As shown by the inser t  i n  f ig .  4, there are two types of f ibers  available. 
zlfhere is a strength peak occurring a t  heat treatments of about 27'32'F 
(l'jOO°C). At treatment temperatures above t h i s ,  the strength drops off , 
but the  modulus continues t o  increase (ref .  21). 
material is desired, it is  heat treated t o  t h i s  temperature. If a high 
modulus material is desired, it is  heat treated t o  4532OF (250OOC) 
properties of these f ibers  come from the orientation of carbon crystal- 
l i t e s  for strength and of the graphite crystal l i tes  f o r  modulus. 
Mrganite and Courtaulds Pm-precursor f tbers  are  i n  continuous lengths, 
while the Fortaf i l  5Y is a staple yarn composed of discontinuous 8p diam- 
eter individual fibers, 
The oxidized pre- 
The 
If a high strength 
Tbe 
Tbe 
Summarizing t h e  currently available carbon-base structural  f ibers,  
e i ther  rayon- or PAN-precursor, they a l l  draw the i r  properties primarily 
from the i r  themo-mechanical history and they  a l l  come i n  a multifiber 
(1440 t o  10,000 individual f ibers)  form and they have a nominal diameter of 
8 microns (0.0003 inch) 
FABRICATIOB OF COMPOSITES 
We have described the types of carbon-base f ibers  that  are commercially 
available. 
they must be combined with 8 resin or metal matrix t o  form a composite. 
Before these f ibers  can be uti l ized i n  a structure, however, 
11 
Before discussing the fabrication of metal matrix composites, let us 
first consider the fabrication of resin matrix composites. 
fibers, commercially available in small-diameter multifiber yarns, are 
ourrently being used in resin matrix composites. 
are fabricated from prepregs, which are tapes nlade from bundles of fibers 
that have been preimpregnsted with resin. 
laid up in a w  desired orientation or cut to any shape. 
then adhesively bonded together to form the desired structure. 
resin naatrix eomposftes are ~ L S Q  W e  by filanent winding in whioh the 
yarns are wound over a mandrel after passing through a resin bath. 
resin allows the yarns to adhere to each other. 
added and compacted and cured in an autoclave or press, 
be accomplished using atmospheric pressure in an evacuated bag. 
Carbon-base 
Normally these composites 
The prepreg tapes may then be 
The tapes are 
Somettmes 
!be 
Additional resin is 
Bonding may also 
For metal matrix composites, the fabrication of composites is more 
oomplicated and difficult. 
have a low enough viscosity to flow in between the fibers in the yarn. 
Mtals, however, usuaLly must be forced in between these ffberso 
In resin matrix composites, most of' the resins 
&%hods of' fabricating metal matrix composites can be divided into 
four general categories, 
methods are shown in Table 111. 
The advantages and disadvantages of some of these 
The fjtrst category is liquid metal fabrication. This includes tech- 
niques such as casting, and gravity or vacuum inf'iltration. 
offer the advantages of low operating costr, short processing times and high 
fiber contents, 
tures which causes greater fiber-matrix interfacial reaction. 
Tbese methods 
They have the dieadvantages of hfgh fabrication tempera- 
Also the 
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strength of' the interfacial bo& is influenced by the wetting charaeteris- 
tScs at the interface- 
The second general fabrication category is transport fabrication. 
This is a group of fabrication methods in which the matrix material is 
transported to the filataent which acts as a substrate. 
cludes methods su,oh as eleotro- or electroless plating, plasma spraying aad 
This category in- 
vacuum or vapor deposition. 
fairly low temperature, relatively non-reactive ogeration. However, these 
methods do not produce a composite with uniform distribution of the matrix 
materid tbroughout the entire cross section of the yarn. 
larly difficult to cause matrix penetration into shadow or  ftllpinged areas. 
Composites made using these methods may be used in the as-fabricated con- 
dition, but usually they undergo an additional treatment. 
These methods offer the advantage of being a 
It is particu- 
31he third general category is powder metallurgy fabrication. This 
category covers methods that take metal powders and distribute them in the 
proper position and consolidate them. Gravity, vibration, or slip casttag 
may be used to fill the matrix areas. 
Final consolidation occurs through sintering, vhich is I static heatim to 
allow diffusion to occur to cause grain coalescence, 
be aecoapanied by static deformation {hot pressing) or dynaEnic deformation 
(roll pressing, co-extrusion, e k e )  ia which the material is reduced in 
thickness to accelerate compaot9orn. 
king relatively low temperature operations (relative to the melti 
thus giving somewhaL reduced reactivity, and being able to undergo forming 
The powders may be cold compacted. 
Sintering may also 
These mekhods have the advantage of 
to shape during processing. Composites can also be made with a wide range 
13 
of f iber  contents. 
powders t o  remove surface oxides because of the large surface area of the 
powrlers and of requiring f a i r l y  extensive sintering schedules. 
tion, the hot pressing, either s t a t i c  or dynamic, of e las t ic  filaments can 
cause breakage of t h e  filaments, unless considerable care is exercised 
during processing. 
They have the  disadvantage of requiring cleaning of the 
In addi- 
The fourth general category is  f o i l  metallurgy fabrication. This 
method fs sometimes called diffusion bonding, pressure bonding or hot press- 
in@; of fo i l s ,  In t h i s  method, i l lustrated i n  f ig .  5, the filaments are  
wound on a mandrel with f o i l  sheets above and below the filament layer. 
!be filament may be held i n  place w i t h  a styrene adhesive. 
layers oan be built up by alternately laying layers of filaments and f o i l  
sheets on top of each other. Tapes, similar to  prepregs, may also be used. 
These tapes consist of 8 single layer of filament bonded t o  f o i l  sheets and 
Additional 
laid up i n  the proper order. The lay-up is sealed i n  an evacuated re tor t .  
The re tor t  is  placed in  a heated platen press, for  s t a t i c  bonding, o r  i n  a 
rol l ing m i l l ,  for r o l l  bonding. 
f o i l  sheeta deform and flow around the filaments by creep. 
f o i l  surfaces meet, diffusion across the boundary occurs and eventually 
they are w e l l  bonded and no bondizkg l i ne  is l e f t  between t h e  two former sur- 
faces. 
sheet and plate products direct ly  and t o  allow controlled orientation of 
the filaments i n  the f i n a l  product. The method has the disadvantages of 
requiring f a i r l y  long processing t b e s  and bei 
of about 50 volume percent. 
During the heating and pressing cycle, the 
When the two 
This method has the advantages of being able to  conveniently make 
limited t o  f iber  contents 
Host work done on aluminum-boron composites 
has been done using diffusion bonding techniques. 
14 
AJ.1 four of the categories of metal matrix composite fabrication have 
two problems inherent i n  them: matrix distribution and fiber-matrix. reac- 
tion. 
multifYber yarn8 and are reduced by the use of large diameter mnofilamenta. 
Both of these problems are magnified by the use of small-diameter 
CARBOB FIBW REINFORCED )rfEIpAL MATRIX COlkfP0SIz"ES 
Now that  we have discussed t h e  general methods that can be used t o  
fabricate metal matrix composites, le t  us exantine some of the methods of 
fabricatSon of carbon fiber reinforced metal matrix composites and the prop- 
e r t i e s  tha t  were reported i n  the l i terature .  
purposes are tabulated i n  BbLe I V  and described i n  the ensuing disaussiono 
In 1966, it was reported i n  ref .  22 that  Thornef 25 yams were hot 
The types of tests and the i r  
pressed between sheets of 2024 aluminum. 
the solidus and liguidus temperature of the aluminurn alloy and incipient 
melting occurred. 
num t o  penetrate fnto t h e  yarn and formed a sound composite. There did not 
appear t o  be any fiber-matrix reaction and the interfacial  bond appeared t o  
be goode ?There didp however, appear t o  be a great deal of fragmentation of 
the f ibers  during proeessing. 
overlappin@; of individual f ibers  in the yarn. 
composites was about 50 pesoent of the  rule-of-mixtures predicted strength, 
while the modulus was undfected by the processing. 
The assembly was heated 'between 
The combination of pressure and melting caused the alumi- 
!Phis was probably due to  the  t w i s t i n g  and 
The tensile strength of the 
I n  1967, results were reported i n  r e f -  23 oa a program designed t o  
determine the f r ic t ion  and wear characteristics of metals reinf'orced wi th  
Modfaor I f ibers ,  
posites were made i n  one of' two ways. 
The fibers were chopped t o  1/8 inch lengths and the com- 
Wx%ures of chopped fibers and powders 
15 
of lead or copper were blended and hot pressed, while chopped f ibers  were 
also electroless plated with nickel, cobalt or  s i lver .  no interfacial  
reactions were observed for these composites, although there was some 
phosphide formation w i t h  the nickel and cobalt composites. No tensile t e s t s  
were performed on the composites. Wear and f r i c t ion  tests were conducted in 
which the composite was held under load against a rotating tool. s tee l  cylin- 
der. The resul ts  obtained indicated that the coefficient of f r ic t ion  of the 
composites was unchanged compared t o  the unreirif'orced material, however the 
wear ra te  during sliding was reduced appreciably. This enhanced resfstance 
t o  wear was attr ibuted t o  surface strengthening i n  which the carbon f ibers  
impeded the flow of the metal in the surface layers. 
In 1968, results were reported for Thornel 25 yarns i n  nickel ( re f .  24) 
and nickel and cobalt ( re f .  2 5 ) .  
electroless plating of the f iber  yarns. 
consolidated by hot pressing. Composites tested i n  each of the programs 
showed about 60 percent of the predicted rule-of-mixtures strength up t o  
about 55 volume percent f ibers ,  
dropped off rapidly, 
could be attributed t o  f iber  frawentation due t o  the hot pressing and to  
phosphide formation i n  the matrix due t o  the plating process. 
reaction was observed a t  the interface between the f iber  and the  matrix some 
reaction may have occurred and could have contributed t o  the strength deg- 
radation. 
severe and greater s t r eng th  degradation occurred. 
In each case the matrix was applied by 
After plating the  composites were 
Above that f iber  content, t h e  strength 
The strength degradation at  the lower volume percents 
Although no 
A t  higher volume percents, fiber breakage probably became more 
IB 19@, ref. 26 reported data on composites of 1/32 inch chopped 
Courtcaulds m e  B carbon f ibers  i n  aluminum. About 0.1 volume percent f ibers  
was 
me 
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incorporated onto alumimm prefoms by electrophoretic co-deposition. 
strength of the composite was increased by a factor of 3 over the elec- 
trodeposited 1100 aluminum. 
3.3.2~3.0 psi .  
would be expected from composite theory, so the reason for these increases 
are not krmwn. 
Ttae modulus was also increased from 8,2 to 
6 These increases in strength and modulus are much more than 
Also i n  1969, ref. 27 reported the results of a detailed study of the 
effeot of high-temperature exposure on the compatibility and strength of 
coated ftber "microcorsposites f ' e  
and coated with metal by v a w m  evaporation (aluminum), or electrodeposition 
(nickel, cobalt, chromium, platinum and copper), 
then heat treated in vaouuaz for one day at temperatures up to 2192'F 
( l2OO0C).  
bonded together on the frame by running epoxy between them followed by 
cur-. 
microcomposites were tested in tension at room temperature. 
streagth and interfaclal reaction were correlated against time and tempera- 
ture of the heat treatment exposure. m e  propertees were compared to those 
of uncoated carbons fibers, which were unaffected in this temperature 
range 
IndixLdual fibers Were mounted on frames 
The coated fibers were 
After heat treatment, bundles of about 15 coated fibers were 
This was done t o  facilitate handling and to reduce scatter. 
%mile 
These 
A l l  the composites tested in thie study showed the same type of be- 
TIM strength held constant up to some temperature and then fell bavior. 
o f f .  The temperature varied with differeat matrices, For a l ~ i ~ u m  
matrices, tihe drop-off temperature was about 102'F (55OoC), w%th a reaction 
layer of 4XL4C3 being observed t o  coincide with the degradation. nickel 
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caused degradation a t  1832'~ (lOOO°C) which appeared t o  be caused by a re- 
crystall ization of the Wdmor structure t o  a random graphitic structure. 
Cobalt acted i n  a similar manner t o  nickel, however t h e  degradation tempera- 
Lure was lowered t o  about 1292'F (700OC). Nickel-chromium coated r f  
degraded a t  about 932OF (500°C) and showed t h a t  a very thin reaction zone 
layer of Cr3C2 caused the strength t o  drop catastrophically. 
coatings caused degradation a t  about 1652O~ (900°C), but no evidence of re- 
action or  structural  change was observed. 
showed degradation a t  about 1472'F (800°C), but with no apparent microstruc- 
tural or  X-ray changes. 
Platinum 
Likewise copper coated f ibers  
Further work was reported on nickel and cobalt coating on Mobor I: 
f ibers  using the same techniques i n  ref * 28 i n  1970. 
same results, but added additional X-ray work that  indicated that  t h e  s tmc-  
tural  recrystall ization that %he f iber  undergoes when i n  contact with 
nickel i s  similar t o  that  encountered w i t h  nickel and tungsten wire i n  com- 
posites reported i n  ref. 29. In t h i s  work, there was a diffusion and re- 
precipitation i n  t h e  graphite t o  form a more f u l l y  graphitic, but weaker, 
form of carbon. 
crystall ization bet ter  than carbonized f ibers .  
This work showed the 
It was also found that graphitized ffbers withstood re- 
Also fm 1970, work was reported i n  refs. 30 and 31 OB Thornel 50 
oornposites wtth an a l ~ ~ ~ ~ - s ~ l i c o ~  eutectic alloy matrix. The composites 
were nade by l iquid i a f i l t r a t ion  following a special treatment on the sur- 
face of the f ibers  t o  enhance wetting by t h e  molten aluminum alloy. 
composites retained about 80 percent of the i r  rule-of-mixtures strength 
predic%ion. 
the molten alloy and the f ibers -  
The 
They did not appear t o  have any interfaoial  reaction betmeen 
In addition the composites were subjected 
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to a thermal cycling consisting of 20 cycles between -315 to 932OF (-193 to 
500 C) and exhibited no drop in tensile strength after cyclic exposure. 0 
Summarizing the results reported, it appears that carbon-base filament 
reinforced metal matrix composites appear very promising. However, all the 
results reported to date show some strength degradation below that expected 
from rule-of-mixtures predibtion. 
fected and maintains its full contribution to the properties of the compos- 
ites. 
The modulus did not appear to be af- 
The strength degradations observed are probably attributable to two 
basic factors - fabrication problems and compatibility. 
The first problem encountered during fabrication is how to Get the 
matrix around all the fibers. Most reinforcing filaments, such as boron, 
silicon carbide, tungsten, etc., used for metal matrix composites w e  in 
the form of large-diameter ( .003 to ,010 inch) monofilaments. 
commercial multifiber yarns presents a different set of fabrication condi- 
tions. A monofilament and a multifiber yarn are shown in figure 6 .  
monofilament, the matrix has t o  cover one surface. 
multifiber yarn, there are 1440 to 10,000 fibers in the yarnt and there are 
many of these yarns across the cross section of the composite. 
matrix metal must be able to penetrate into all of these inter-fiber spaces, 
The use of 
In a 
In a commercial carbon 
Thus the 
The method most successful to date of doing this is liquid metal fab- 
rication. Since these inter-fiber spaces are small, capillarity must be 
relied on to carry the molten metal into all these spaces. This means that 
there must be sufficient wetting of the fiber surfaces to allow capillarity 
to occur. Carbon is not readily wetted by most molten metals. Thus in 
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order t o  avoid non-infiltrated "pipes" some type of surface treatment would 
probably be needed t o  allow wetting. 
even more d i f f icu l t ies  i n  matrix penetration of multifiber yarns. 
forming can allow deposition on most of the fibers,  but the plating bath 
can become depleted by the inter ior  f ibers  and t h e  plating r a t e  reduces 
relat ive t o  the exterior f ibers .  In plasma spraying and t h e  deposition 
methods, the inter ior  f ibers  may be masked and the  matrix material cannot 
Penetrate. 
powders into these fnterfiber spaces, while wi th  the diffusion bonding 
processes, the matrix cannot creep around and into these spaces. 
'1Che other fabrication methods offer 
Electro- 
With powder metallurgy methods, it is d i f f icu l t  t o  get the metal 
The other major problem encountered w i t h  metal matrix composite fabri-  
cation is fiber-matrix reaction. Interfacial  reaction is important because 
it can change the  fa i lure  behavior of' the filaments and thus  cause strength 
degradation of the composite. Unfortunately, there is  l i t t l e  data i n  the 
Literature on reaction wi th  carbon f ibers  or the effect  of reaction on 
strength. 
strength of carbon-base f ibers  can be reduced by reaction wi th  various 
potential matrix materials, however wi th  shorter exposure times or a t  lower 
temperatures, reaction has l i t t l e  effect .  %st of the reaction data re- 
ported i n  the l i t e ra ture  was obtained on composites reinforced wi th  boron 
or tungsten filaments. 
into the possible effects of fiber-matrix reaction on carbon f ibe r  rein- 
forced metal matrix composites. 
t he  e l a s t i c  region and are more prone t o  degradation than are metal f ibers  
that f a i l  a f te r  e l a s t i c  and p las t ic  deformation. 
Data has been presented i n  refs. 27 and 28 that  showed that the 
Let us look a t  some of the resul ts  t o  gain insight 
Filaments such as boron and carbon f a i l  in  
Tungsten wQe, i n  the as-d.rawn condition, is relatively ducti le and 
exhibits about 3 percent s t ra in  a t  fa i lure  (Ref. 32). fn composites H t h  
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mutually insoluble matrices, l ike  copper, t h e  p las t ic  properties of t he  
fflament were unaffected and the full strength of the filament m y  be 
uti l ized. 
occur between the filament and the matrix ( f ig  7-a). 
occurred a t  the interface, there may be a s l igh t  reduction i n  strength of 
the composite. 
filament somewhat. 
but the plastic flow was somewhat restricted, thus a s l ight  property de- 
gradation occurred. Some alloying additions, however, diffused into the  
wire and caused .the heavily cold-worked structure t o  recrystall ize into a 
b r i t t l e ,  weaker structure. In t h i s  condition, the wire could not allevi-  
a te  the effects of notches since the br i t t le  structure did not allow p las t ic  
flow. 
ical ly  reduced strength. 
In matrices where the matrix is soluble (ref.  29) reaction may 
If a s l ight  reaction 
This is a notch effect that reduced the duc t i l i ty  of the 
Plastfc f low alleviated the major effect  of t h e  notch, 
The b r i t t l e  fraeture caused the composite t o  f a i l  a t  a catastroph- 
In Conf;rast, e l a s t i c  filaments, such as boron and carbon, do not 
exhibit plast ic  flow and thus are more susceptable t o  notch embrittling 
effects. 
Figure 7-b ( r e f0  33), shows a s l ight  reaotion zone around the boron f i l a -  
ment. This reaction zone was enough to  cause the filament t o  lose almost 
haU of its strength. 
oomposites, reaotion zone thicknesses of as small as  5000 4 could cause 
explosive cracks t o  propagate through the fflaments and degrade the 
strength of t h e  eomposfte. 
f ibers  t o  reduce reactivity and i ts  accompanying property degradations. 
Boron fflaaen%s coated with Sic (refs .  35 and 36) and with BN (ref 37) 
have shown that t h e  fiber-matrix interface can be made more stable and the 
reactivity and property loss can be significantly reduced. 
A s l ight  surface reaction can oause severe strength degradation. 
Referenee 34 has shown that  with titanium-boron 
Coatings have been applied t o  b r i t t l e ,  e l a s t i c  
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Carbon filaments would be expected to have similar problems. 
sults reported in ref. 27 showed that every one of the potential matrix 
materials tested caused a degradation to the strength of the carbon fibers 
after exposure to elevated temperatures. Although some of the degradation 
temperatures were rather high, most metal matrix composite are designed for 
long-time applications. 
day. For logger $ime applications, the degradation temperature would 
probably be considerably lower. 
The re- 
The test data cited was for exposure times of one 
Unfortunatelly, the nominal 8-micron diameter of the fibers in the 
multifiber yarns are not amenable to coating in that a coating thickness of 
only 2 miorons would occupy an area greater than that of the original 8- 
micron fiber. 
fective fiber content of carbon in the composite so that even though a 
greater portion of the strength of the fibers could be maintained, the total 
strength 02 the composite would be less, because low fiber contents would 
have to be used, 
Wus the use of coatings would significantly reduce the ef- 
DEVELOPHEZTJ? OF LARGE-DIAE.rlETER CMBON-BBSE ~ N O F ~  
Because of the difficulties of fabrication and compatibility encountered 
with commercially available small-diameter carbon multifiber yarns, it was 
decided at NASA-hwfs  that in order to f’ully exploit the potential of carbon- 
base filaments %n metal matrix composites, it was necessary to develop a 
large-diameter earbon-base monofilament. Such a monofilament wou2d elimi- 
nate many of the problems of matrix penetration and consolidation, and allow 
the use of coaCing $or reactive matrix systems and for higher-temperature, 
lower-time applications. 
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In order t o  t r y  t o  overcome these problems, NASA-Lewis decided t o  award 
two contracts t o  stimulate the development of large-diameter carbon-base 
monofilaments, designed specifically f o r  use as a reinforcement fo r  metal 
matrix composites. 
The first of these contracts was awarded t o  Philco-Ford Corporation 
under HASA Contract NAS3-13204.  
ref .  38. This program was a feas ib i l i ty  study on the fabrication of large- 
diameter carbon-base monofilaments by impregnating bundles of commercially- 
available small-diameter multifiber yarns with organic resins. The resin 
surrounding the f ibers  was subsequently converted t o  carbon by pyrolysis. 
The resul ts  of t h i s  contract are reported i n  
The results of t h i s  contract were encouraging i n  t h a t  a high percentage 
of the strength of the small-diameter multi-fibers was retained i n  t h e  f i n a l  
pyrolyzed composite monofilament. However, problems were encountered i n  the 
fabrication of these composite monofilaments and resultant porosity and non- 
uniform distribution of the yarn probably kept the composite from reaching 
i ts  maximum strength. 
processing aad contributed their  f u l l  modulus t o  t h e  composite monofilaments. 
The modulus of t he  multifibers was unaffected during 
Several resins were iapregnated into !?hornel 50 and Modmor I and I1 
yarns. 
of i ts  low viscosity and f a s t  curing characteristics. 
novolac was added t o  increase surface tension i n  order t o  draw the  yarn into 
a denser compact. Phosphoric acid was also added t o  the furfuryl alcohol t o  
promote faster curing. A polyirnide resin (P-13-N)  and a polyquinoxaline 
resin (NAV-P-10) were also used, but the higher viscositiy of' these resfn made 
impregnation d i f f icu l t  . 
Furfuryl alcohol was chosen as t h e  major res in  t o  be studied because 
In some runs epoxy 
Ffgtare 8 shows a schematic diagram of the fabrication methods used. 
First ,  the yarns were impregnated with resin allowing capi l lar i ty  t o  carry the 
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resin throughout the entire length. 
give full impregnation and several other methods were tried to remove voids, 
and force tighter and more uniform packing of the fibers. 
consolidation, such as rolling and drawing through an orifice were tried, 
but problems were encountered in resin adhesion and fiber fraying. 
methods used an umestrained, free standing bundle of fibers for initial im- 
pregnation. 
porosfty and increase the fiber content and decrease the resin content in the 
composite monofflament. The composite was then cured and pyrolyzed. The 
monofilament was subsequently reimpregnated under vacuum and repyrolyzed. 
It was found that this method did not 
Other methods of 
The above 
Closed die pressure molding was used in an attempt to reduce 
Figure 9 shows a photograph of these monofilaments. 
Because of the problems of resin impregnation, there was 8 tendency for 
the carbon from the converted resin to be porous after pyrolization. Some of 
this porosity was removed during the subsequent reimpregnation and pyrolysis, 
but it was never fully removed. 
acid activator and the speed of the curing and pyrolysis steps of the process 
may have contributed to the porosity. 
distribution of the yarn throughout the monofilament. 
for the yarn to gather in resin-starved areas w%th resin-rich areas surround- 
ing them. 
The effect on resin pp.olysis of phosphoric 
&SO, it was difficult to get, a uniform 
!There was a tendency 
The results obtained are shown in fig. LO. For purposes of comparitson, 
the strengths shown are normallized by determining the breaking load of the 
pyrolyzed bundle, ignoring the strength contribution of the carbon matrix and 
assuming that all the load was carried by the fibers. This breaking load at 
each step of the fabrication process fs compared to the breaking load of a 
bundle of the same fibers, impregnated by epoxy as the starting value e 
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The figure shows that the best strength retention was in the furfuryl 
alcohol-bdmor I composite monof ilaments, with a strength retention of 86 per- 
cent after pyrolysis. 
Sumplarizing the results of this contract, the feasibility of the resin 
impregnation and pyrolysis method for making large-diameter monofilaments was 
shorn. 
original small-diamter multi-fibers were retained in the final monofilament. 
Bwever, fabrica%%on problems were encountered in the hpregnation, curing and 
pyrolyzing stages. Porosity and non-uniform distribution of the fibers within 
the monofilament probably prevented the composite from attain- its max3m.m 
strength. It is felfi that additional effort is warranted for developing 
better fabrication techniques to gain the full potential of this method. 
Tbe full modulus and as high as about 85$ of the strength of the 
The seconCi contract to develop a large-diameter carbon-base monofilament 
This program was awarded to &ugh Laboratory under NASA Contract IJ;As3-124@. 
was a feasibility study of the pyrolytic deposition method. 
The feasibility of the chemical vapor pyrolytic deposition method was 
demonstrated. 
mils and tensile strengths up to 546,000 psi. 
are reported in ref. 39. 
Carbon-base monofilaments were produced with diameters of 3.5 
The results of this program 
Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of the fabricatfon method used. The 
substrate filament was passed through a mercury standpipe electrode into a 
reaction chamber containing reactive gases. 
substrate caused the gases to decompose and carbon. is deposfted on the sub- 
strate surface. !b~ substrate passes through another electrode and is col- 
lected on a take-ug reel. 
The self-resistanee heated wire 
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During the course of this contract, it was found that a redesign of the 
mercury standpipe electrodes was needed to eliminate soot formation and im- 
prove the surface of the deposit. 
substrate, caused by diameter increases due to deposition, could be controlled 
better with a multiple chamber, multiple electrode apparatus. 
figuration showed two reaction chambers with each chamber containing five 
electrodes 
It was also found that hot spots in the 
The final con- 
The final properties of the monofilament were found to be dependent upon 
the substrate, atmospheric gas combinations, voltage, current, gas flow rate 
and substrate velocity. 
Initial studies were performed using a 0.5 mil tungsten substrate. 
substrate was heated to the 2192 to 29U°F (1200 to 1600°C)  temperature range 
while passing through the reaction chamber. 
observed was 180,000 psi and was processed in an atmosphere of propane, hy- 
drogen and ethyl iodide. 
The 
The highest tensile strength 
Early in the program, it was found that a glassy carbon substrate yielded 
bnofilaments monofilaments of higher strength than with tungsten substrates. 
made using 1.3 mil carbon substrates were heated in a two-stage apparatus. 
The first stage was an etching treatment at 2382 to 2552OF (1300 to 1kOO0C). 
The second stage was the deposition stage and was in the 3002 to 3182OF 
(1650 to 1T5OoC) temperature range. 
As the deposition parameters were optimized, the strength of the mono- 
filament was increased. 
ratios of' borane and ethylene gases* 
carbon substrate had a strength of 100,000 psi and 8 modulus of 4.8~10 
After processing, monofilaments of about 3.5 mil diameter are being made 
The best results have been obtained using various 
The initial 1.3 mil diameter 
6 
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consfstently in the 250,000 to 300,000 psi strength rangel 
6 the 25 to 30xl.O psi range. 
obtained on these monofilaments. 
The modulus is in 
SPensile strength up to 546,000 psi have been 
Currently development is continuing on this 
program to optimize the processing parameters and t o  increase the properties 
of the monofilament. Figure 12 shows a photograph of' a typical monofilament 
made by this process. 
Figure 13 shows a plot of the specific modulus and specific strength of 
the nonofilaments made under these contracts compared with other filaments 
aad matrix materials. As can be seen from the figure, the specific strength 
of the pyrolytically deposited monofilament is greater than that of boron and 
to the other carbon fibers shown. 
S glass. 
In fact, it is second in strength only t o  
The monofilament made by the resin conversion method has a specific 
modulus equal to that of boron although its strength is still low. It is 
felt that thes lower strength is caused by the porosity of the converted- 
resin carbon matrix. 
niques should improve the properties of these monofilaments to even higher 
Better starting multifibers and better fabrication tech- 
values 
The results reported in the literature on metal matrix composites rein- 
forced with comercially available, small-diameter carbon-base multiftber 
yarns indicate that some degradation of properties occturred with each com- 
posite system. This degradation was caused either by damage duping fabrica- 
tion by reaction with the matrix. 
The use of large-diameter carbon-base monofilaments will allow the use of 
less severe fabrication conditions, which will make the reinforcement more 
applicable to a larger range of' ma8rix materials. It wilL also allow the 
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monofilament to be coated with a protective barrdes to reduce the effects of 
reaction with the matrix during fabrication and during usage. 
Using large-diameter monoiilaments, there would be sufficient surface 
area to allow the coating to be applied easily. 
applied as an extension of the initial fabrication process (as an additional 
pyrolytic deposition step) or as a separate step applied prior to incorpora- 
tioa into the composite* 
applied, which would be a smsll fraotion of the total monofilament area, 
whereas with a small-diameter multifiber, the coating area may be as great as 
the fiber area itself. 
The coatings could be 
The larger diameter allows a thin coating to be 
Perhaps one of the most interesting findings i n  refs. 30 and 31 was that 
an aluminum-Thornel 50 composite had withstood 20 thermal cycles of about 
932OF (50OOC).  In an application such as a turboJet engine compressor or 
turbine, or in a leading edge of a nosecone or wing, thermal cycling will 
occur during operation. 
Ref. k, states that the thermal expansion of Thornel 50 is 15.6~10' 
(8.7~~0'' Of') perpendicular to the fiber axis and 0 
to 75O0P) parallel to the fiber axis. 
for use H t h  these composites have considerable greater thermal expansion 
coefficients as shown in %ble V (ref. 41). 
A thermal stress accompanies this thermal cycling. 
6 oP-1 
(from room temperature 
Matrix materials under consideration 
In the direction parallel to the fiber axis, a high residual stress w i l l  
be on the matrix and a residual compressive stress in the fiber due t o  cooling 
from the fabrication or application temperature. 
somewhat compensated for by the fact that the metal matrix yield strength 
drops with increasing temperature and thus plastic flow may alleviate some of 
the residual stresses. 
These stresses will be 
Furthermore the therms1 expansion of the coating 
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applied to the filaments will have to be considered so that thermal spalling 
will not occur during operation and cycling. 
filament, the matrix and the coating all must be optimized for optimum 
performance of the composites. 
Thus the thermal mismatch of the 
C0RCW;IDING REMARKS 
The survey of the results reported in the literature have shown that the 
curreakly available small-diameter carbon-base multifiber yarns have high 
specific strength and modulus properties. 
used to reidorce resin matrix composites and yield high strength materials. 
These multifiber yarns have been 
Some carbon-base fiber reinforced metal matrix work has been reported. 
The results obtained show that the composites are promising, however there are 
problems inherent in the fabrication of these composites using the currently 
avallable smll-diameter fibers. 
countered using these small diameter multifibers could be reduced through the 
use of larger diameter monofilaments, but unfortunately, such fibers were not 
availablet Consequently, a decision was reached at MSA-Lewis to stimulate 
development of large diameter carbon-base monofilaments intended for the rein- 
forcement of metal matrix composites. 
It was felt that many of the problems en- 
The feasibility of two methods of manufacturing large diameter carbon- 
base monofilaments has been demonstrated. 
a carbon substrate has yielded monofilaments of 3.5 mils diameter with pro- 
duction strength regularly in excess of 3OO,OOO psi. 
method has yielded monofilaments of about l50,OOO psi of 8 mil diameter. 
Devel-opmextt of these processes is continuing. 
The pyrolflic deposition method on 
The resin conversion 
It appears, however, that before these carbon-base monofilaments can be 
fully exploited as reinforcement for metal matrix composites, additional 
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work investigating the problems of reducing fiber-matrix reactivity and 
thermal mismatch must be done. 
,Born these considerations, it appears that the use of large-diameter 
carban-base monofilaments may eliminate some of the problems that have been 
present in previous carbon fiber-metal matrix composites. The monofila- 
ments will allow easier fabrication, better compatibility, and better 
coatings, however possible problems from thermal expansion mismatches mst 
still bs considered. Ln general, however, the future of Large-diameter, 
carbon-base monofilaments appears very promising and the properties of 
some of the large-diameter monofilaments alxeady developed show great po- 
tential towards their use as reinforcement for metal matrix composites. 
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Classification of Carbon-Base Fibers 
Classification Carbon &ximum X-Ray Diffraction Crystallite Treatment Approx kpprox e 
Content Processing Crystal Structure Orientation lviodulus Tensile 
Temperature of yst . Strength 
x 10 ps i  x 10 ps i  
Carbon $80$ (1832OF Crystallites too amorphous Carbonization 5 100 
(lOOO°C) small t o  be de- 
tected 
Graphite >99$ ' 4532zF Crystallites Similar t o  Graphitization 14 150 
precursor 
I1 random 'I 
(2500 C)  large enough 
t o  be 
de t e cted 
dr 
M 
Structural -99% +)4532°F Crystallite Preferred Combination >*25 ~ 8 0  
Carbon or  (250O0C) number and orientatSon thermal- 
Structural size greater of graphite mechanical 
Graphite than i n  graphite crystal l i tes  treatments 
f ibex in a carbon 
matrix 
( "Turbostratic") 
TABLE 11 
U-J 
M 
Properties of Commercially-Available Structural Carbon-Fibers 
Fiber Supplier Precursor Density Ultimate Modulus of 
Ras i c i t y  z PCi Tensile Strength x l o  ps i  
103 ps i  
mornel 25 Union Carbide Rayon -052 180 25 
Thornel 40 Union Carbide Rayon .056 250 40 
Thornel 50 Union Carbide Rayon $059 285 50 
=so Hitco Rayon .062 287 50 
bdmor I Morganite PAM 072 250 60 
bdmor I1 Morganite PAN .063 400 4a 
m 
HT 
A 
Hercules PAW 0069 300 55 
(Courtaulds) 
Hercules PAH .064 350 36 
(Courtaulds) 
3ercules FAN =063 275 29 
( Courtaulba ) 
Fortafil 5 Y  Great Lakes PAN 069 250 50 
Carbon * 
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TABLE III 
Fabrication Processes for &tal  Matrix Composites 
Fabricat ion 
Category 
Liquid Metal 
Transport 
Powder 
hdetallurgy 
Foil 
Metallurgy 
Processes 
Casting, gravity 
of vacuum enfiltration 
Electrof orming, 
plasma spray%ng, 
vapor or vacuum 
deposition 
Powder metallurgy, 
s l i p  casting, 
eo-extrus ion 
Diffusion bollding, 
brase bonding, 
r o l l  bonding, gas- 
pressure bonding 
TABLE N 
Carbon-Fiber/&tal-!&htrix Composites Reported in  Literature 
Compos it e 
Year Fiber Matrix Investigators R e f  - Aff&liation Fabrication Fiber Purpose 
1966 Thornel Aluminum Place & Gage 22 Philoo-Ford Hot pressing- 16-49 Tensile 
80 a Process Content 
25 2024 incipient 
melting 
1967 &&nor Pb, Ag, Giltrow & 23 RAF: 
I Cu, N i ,  Lancaster 
eo 
1968 Thornel H i  Sara 
40 P m 
Chopped fibers 12-25 Friction 
blended wi th  
metal powders 
and hot pressed 
24 Union Carbide Electroplated 28-62 Tensile 
and hot 
pressed 
1968 Thornel Co, M i  Miesz et  a1 25 Battelle Electroless 48-62 e n s i l e  
25 plating and 
hot pressing 
1969 Courtaulds Al Buschow et  a1 26 General Electric Electro- 0.1 %nsile 
B phoresis 
1969 -ox Al Jackson 27 Rolls Royce vat. &p* - Tensile and 
Cr, N i ,  Co, Eleotroplate - I Compat i b i l i t y  *, fi 
1970 bdsnor 1\11, Co Jackson 28 Rolls Royce Electroplate - Reaction 
I Phenomenon 
1970 Thornel Al Pepper e t  a1 30-31 Aerospace Corp Liquid 28-34 Wasile 
50 in f i l t ra t ion  
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TABLE v 
Thermal Expansion Coefficients of Selected Materials 
Q( 
Material cm/cm/OC in/in/OF 
Thornel 25 
t o  Fiber Axis 8.7 x 15.6 x 
11 t o  Ffber Axis 0 0 
Boron 
11 t o  Fiber Axis 4.9 
@OXY 
Magnesium 
Al"Umi9una 
mPPer 
Cobalt 
Nickel 
Iron 
Titamtiurn 
CoLmbium 
?i%ntalum 
Molybdenum 
Ttzngsten 
48.6 
27 *1 
23.6 
16.5 
13.8 
13 *3 
11 .a 
8.4 
T 83 
6.5 
4 99 
4 -6 
Thermal expansion daLa fo r  room temperattare 
JET ENGINE 
FIRST STAGE TURBINE 
r STATOR VANE 2000' TO 2200' F 
COMPRESSOR3 BURNER 7 / 
I \  \ / r B L A D E  1800' TO 2000' F 
3 
1 
I 
I 
1OOO' TO 1200' F 
CD-10586 
CS-52152 
L~~~~~~~ DISK 
1200' TO 1400' F 
Figure 1 
S K E T C H  O F  F-5 A I R C R A F T  
SHADED AREAS SHOW COMPONENTS WHERE CARBON-FIBER 
REINFORCED RESIN COMPOSITES ARE TO BE USED 
CS-56480 Figure 2 
FABRICATION OF RAYON-PRECURSOR CARBON-BASE F I B E R S  
RAYON PRECURSOR 
CARBONIZATION 
GRAPHITIZATION 
& HOT STRETCHING 
Figure 3 CS-56479 
FABRICATION O F  PAN-PRECURSOR CARBON-BASE FIBERS 
POLYACRYLONITRILE ( PAN) PRECURSOR 
(392' F-200' C) 
HEATED UNDER 
CARBONIZATION 
(1832' F-1000' C) 
HEAT TREATMENT 
TYPE I. HIGH MODULUS 
(4532' F-2500' C) 
TYPE 11. HIGH STRENGTH 
(2732' F-1500' C) 
600x103 6ox 106 
400 40 
UTS E 
200 20 
0 0 
1200 1600 2000 2400 
HEAT TREATMENT TEMP, 'C 
CS- 56485 
Figure 4 
DIFFUSION BONDING PROCESS 
PLATENS HEATED 
PRESSURE APPLIED 
CREEP OCCURRING 
MATRIX INTERFACE CONTACT 
INTERFACE BOND LINE REMOVED BY DIFFUSION 
CS-56484 
Figure 5 
TYPES OF FIBERS 
MONOFILAMENT MULTIFIBER YARN 
3-MIL DlAM 
MONOFILAMENT 
YARN OF INDIVIDUAL 0.3-MIL 
TYPICAL YARN CONTAINS 
DlAM FIBERS 
1440 TO 10 000 INDIVIDUAL FIBERS 
Figure 6 CS- 56488 
EXAMPLES OF F ILAMENT-  ATRIX INTERFACIAL  REACTIONS 
TUNGSTEN FILAMENT IN 
COPPER-10% NICKEL MATRIX 
BORON FILAMENT IN COMMERCIALLY- 
PURE TITANIUM MATRIX 
Figure 7 68-56492 
LARGE-DIAMETER CARBON-BASE MONOFILAMENT 
RESIN CONVERSION M U H O D  
FABRICATION STEPS 
1. RESIN IMPREGNATION INTO MULTIFIBER BUNDLES 
2. CONSOLIDATION OF RESIN SURROUNDING FIBERS 
3. CURING OF CONSOLIDATED COMPOSITE MONOFllAMENT 
4. CARBONIZATION OF CURED COMPOSITE MONOFILAMENT 
MULTIFIBER YARN 7 7IMPREGNATED RESIN 
\ \ \ 
CS- 56482 COMPOSITE MONOFILAMENT 
Figure 8 
LARGE-DIAMETER CARBON-BASE MONOFILAMENTS 
RESIN CONVERSION METHOD 
SCANNING ELECTRON PHOTOMICROGRAPH SHOWING 
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF CROSS SECTION 
FRACTURE END AFTER 
BEND TEST 
CS-56490 Figure 9 
TENSILE STRENGTH RETENTION 
AFTER EACH STAGE OF PROCESSING 
RESIN CONVERSION METHOD 
THORNEL 50 FURFURYL ALCOHOL 
MODMOR I FURFURYL ALCOHOL 
@Zl MODMOR I1 FURFURYL ALCOHOL 
THORNEL 50 POLYIMIDE 
€El THORNEL 50 POLYQUINOXALINE 
400 
300 ULTIMATE TENSILE 
STRENGTH, 
P S I  200 
100 
n 
UNRESTRAINED 4 -MOLDED ;I FABRICATION PROCESVS ,MPREGNATION 
CONDITION 
cs- 56487 
 CURED ONLY -4
/+CURED PYROLYZED &d 
Figure 10 
LARGE-DIAMETER CARBON-BASE MONOFILAMENT 
PYROLYTIC DEPOSITION 
SUBSTRATE: TUNGSTEN OR CARBON 
REACTIVE GAS ATMOSPHERE: VARIOUS RATIOS OF HYDROGEN, 
HYDROCARBONS, & BORANE GASES 
GAS rREACTlON GAS 
SUBSTRGT,, / CHAMBER I O U T  
I r SUBSTRATE ELECTRODES I 
CROSS SECTION 
OF MONOFILAMENT 
CS-56483 
Figure 11 
LARGE-DIAMETER CARBON-BASE MONOFILAMENT 
PYROLYTIC DEPOSITION METHOD 
xm i 
SCANNING ELECTRON PHOTOMICROGRAPH 
OF FRACTURE END AFTER BEND TEST 
Figure 12 
CS- 56491 
SPECIFIC STRENGTH AND SPECIFIC 
COMPARISON OF CARBON-BASE MONOFILAMENTS WITH OTHER FILAMENTS & CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS 
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Figure 13 
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